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Trust is just one of the
things we Build Strong,
along with Hospitality, Relgious, Education & University,
Multi-Family, Industrial, Health Care, High-Rise, Casinos,
Mixed-Use, Senior Living, Assisted Living & Memory Care,
Affordable Housing, Student Housing, Military, Retail,
Office and much more!

Midwest Drywall Co., Inc. is a nationally top ranked ENR

Commercial Wall & Ceiling Subcontractor
With skilled workers in strategic locations, Midwest provides experienced
manpower to self perform a broad spectrum of services through closeout.
You will benefit from the skill and uncommon level

benefits, we have added several young construction

of commitment our experienced employees bring

science majors. New ideas, teamed with experience,

to technically demanding projects. Our key people

connect for successful outcomes and continued

currently average nearly 25 years with Midwest.

Midwest growth. Our people take great pride in their

While some employees have retired with Midwest

accomplishments, and we take great pride in them!
Our team has unrivalled
experience with all types
of acoustical ceiling
systems.
This includes suspended,
adhesively applied, stretch
& wrapped fabric, ceiling
absorbers & diffusers,
decorative metal &
wood, and many more.
We guarantee proper
installation techniques.

Most people are unaware that Midwest Drywall Co., Inc.
has been utilizing Load Bearing Light Gauge since the
mid-80s. Prefabrication and Load Bearing Light Gauge
might be intimidating in comparing scopes, so we’re here
to help provide detailed information so you have a true
comparision to other construction methods. Historically,
LB Light Gauge structures are cheaper than CIP, Block, and
Structural Steel buildings. And LB Light Gauge builds faster!
Structural Light Gauge Framing
Light Gauge Metal Framing
Floor Systems
Roof Systems
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Contact us to discuss your next
project as early as the SD stage.
We will listen, and focus our
resources on helping you design
with clash detection all the way
through construction with the
greatest efficiency possible.
Better to VE at the earliest
stages of design, instead of after.
Although we can still help you at
later stages of plan development.
316.722.9559
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Our primary insulation services include: thermal insulation,

“The Law Company has

acoustical insulation, head of wall, curtain wall, and

worked with Midwest

firestopping. Our primary gypsum board services cover

on many construction

interior to exterior walls, ceilings, shaft walls, ceiling soffits,

projects for over 45

abuse resistant locations, fire and sound rated assemblies,

years! They are without a

and finishing up to level 5 (some locations). Midwest

doubt the gold standard

maximizes value through cost savings and high quality

for wall and ceiling

project management.

contractors across the

Gypsum Wallboard Systems
Exterior Sheathing Systems
Gypsum Board Shaft Wall Assemblies
Gypsum Board Finishes**
Firestopping at Wall Conditions
Acoustical Suspended Ceilings
Speciality Ceilings
...And More
Start STRONG. Finish STRONG.

Midwest. It is very easy
for me to reccomend
Midwest.
- Richard Kerschen CEO
The Law Company, Inc.
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We Create Multi-Family

We Understand Health Care

Midwest is committed to building high quality Multi-Family, Affordable
Housing, Military Barracks, and Condomimums.

Midwest has an extensive portfolio of private hospitals, VA hospitals,
university hospitals, cancer clinics, MOBs, and more.

We’re a regional leader for new construction multi-family market sectors.

When your health care project needs to overcome a very fast construction

This market is always evolving design and amenities, and Midwest takes
pride in being able to deliver expert product detail for the Interior Systems

Ft. Hood Barracks
Texas

schedule, Midwest is the solution. Bringing our team in as a Design-Assist
subcontractor with your MEP subcontractors early enables your team to

Package. Our depth of expierence is a great assest to General Contractors,

design, with the help of a coordinated 3D BIM model, and construct your

Architects, and Owners/Developers. We’re successful at achieving what

facility in record time. We provide a unquie collaborative approach, to

your renters/buyers want in a building, while decreasing the financial

help you get from initial design, to completion of construction faster than

burden to allow the project to move forward in construction.

normal construction methods.

Mercy Hospital
Joplin, MO

“I have found Midwest Drywall to be my “go-to expert” on all things

Affordable
Housing

related to EIFS, metal studs and drywall. They are completely familiar
with all the latest technologies and material options on the market today,
and they know which ones to use for a wide variety of applications.
“Midwest has and continues to be

Mid-Rise
Multifamily

High-Rise
Condomimums

- Stan Shelden, AIA (Principal @Shelden Architecture)

a leader in Speciality Contractors.

A new 875K Sqft, seven-

I’ve always considered Midwest

story, 260-plus private room

a “go to” contractor when project

hospital. It included medical

demands and challenges were at

surgical, critical care, women’s/

their greatest.

children’s, behavioral health

- Rick McCafferty CEO
Key Construction

and rehab.

OUR LOCAL

Midwest Offices
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Start STRONG. Finish STRONG.
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We Develop Hospitality
Midwest has an extensive portfolio of downtown high-rise hotels, mid-rise
flagship properties, and luxury resorts.
Expierence
Midwest works hand in
hand to ensure you get our
best team to complete your
speed!
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Exterior Prefab Option for

latest hospitality trends and

High-Rise Hotels.

construction types.

Casino & Gaming

VE

One of the top expierenced

More companies turn to

Casino & Gaming Drywall

Midwest to VE from tradi-

Subs in the Nation!

tional Structures to LB LG.
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Sheraton Hotel
Holiday Inn Express
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Courtyard

Spa
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Embassy Su

WinStar Hotel/Casino
Aloft/Element Dual

Midwest has built over
100 Hotels and Resorts!

Cand

lewo

From the earliest stages of design, Midwest can

background, we know the different ways to achieve

partner to help your hospitality project take

your STC/IIC ratings to keep hotel guests happy and

advantage of prefabrication. Whether it is load

returning, while driving construction costs down.

bearing light gauge wall panels, or bypass exterior

Because Midwest decreases construction time,

wall panels we can decrease your construction

general contractors are able to save on general

time tremendously. With an extensive flagship

conditions, and owners save on bank interest!

50%

75%

LOAD BEARING LG

UTILIZE PREFAB
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Midwest is on top of all the

bria

Ritz Carlton

THESE REPRESENT ONLY A FEW
HIGH PROFILE HOSPITALITY
PROJECTS WE HAVE COMPLETED.

Midwest also provides an

Cam

l

The Venetian

Dual Brand

Unlike our competitors, we provide a COMPLETE turnkey structural
and interior systems package!

project with quality, and

TR
U/
Ho
m

High-Rise
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Gaylord Texan Exp

& Casino
Beau Hotel
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Hyatt P

HILTON
IHG
MARRIOTT

22+

“Midwest Drywall is known for their exceptional client

18+

design and manufacturing expertise. They are effective

15+

From the office to the field, our extensive expierence
coupled with our “hands on” management style, provides
real dedication to quality and a timely performance.

Start STRONG. Finish STRONG.

services and their extensive cold-formed steel framing

and timely at trade coordination. Their ability to balance
detail-oriented design with innovative construction
assembly and delivery methods makes them a viable
partner for prefabricated panelized light gauge framing
systems. 		
			

- Ricardo Montoya, PE, ICC SI
360 Engineering Group
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We Build Education
Midwest is trusted to complete complex education projects, while maintaining
high standards and trust worthy budgets.
Our team provides cutting-edge

Educators are faced with having

technology to collaborate with

to balance cost restrictions and

other trades.

a demand for quality learning
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SHOPPING
CENTER

STADIUM

environments. Classorooms from
K-12 to Univeristies require
advanced wall & ceiling types

OTHER
THEATER

AUTO
DEALER

GROCERY

to integrate new technologies.
As one of the leading education
subcontractors in the nation,
Midwest is proud to continually

To date Midwest has well over

provide the expertise to

300 learning education projects.

accomplish the most sophisticated
designs.

Regardless of
size or scope,
we collaborate with
your team.

Inspirational Education Facilities

We Know Retail & Entertainment
Today’s retail and entertainment are undienably alluring to draw people in. You
need a qualified subcontractor like Midwest to accomplish your vision.

K-12, Colleges, Universities, Student Housing

Regardless of size or scope,
we collaborate with your team.
Our Non-Load Bearing LG BIM
coordination leverages the best
cost and time savings for all the

In considering your K-12, University, and Student Housing

critical trades. We evaluate our

projects, cost estimating and scheduling are critical functions that

projects weekly with project

GCs turn to Midwest for. If it is not done right, the final design

managment visiting sites and

may exceed available funds, and/or the completion may miss the

working with our qualified

critical deadlines.

foremans to achieve critical goals
needed to exceed expectations

Working with privately or publicly funded schools, universities

and finish your project on time or

and colleges, we provide a wide range of interior systems services

ahead of schedule.

to help make your project a success.
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Scheels found the perfect spot

The new Honda combined most

The $3.9M KSU Stadium project

in DFW at the Grandscape

everything – new car sales, express

joined the east side of the stadium

Development for it’s 1st Texas

and full service – into a new

to the new north side, creating

location. The new 325K Sqft

63,000-square-foot facility.

a 360-degree concourse and

sporting goods store and an

completing the Stadium bowl.

entertainment destination is about

The dealership was completed

Additionally, the project included

13 times the size of a traditional

under budget and ahead of

a permanent space for the Pride

sporting goods store! It will

schedule, all without interrupting

of Wildcat Land Marching Band, a

feature a 65-foot Ferris wheel,

service or sales at the older facility.

new visiting team locker room, and

16,000-gallon saltwater aquarium

training and officials areas.

with 600 fish, and a wild-life
mountain.

WWW.MWDW.COM

Start STRONG. Finish Strong.
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We Construct Senior Living

MIDWEST FACTS

Midwest has set the drywall subcontractor standard for independent,
assisted living, and memory care faclities.
Midwest offers unparalleled preconstruction services,

The population is getting older, so the demand for senior

quality construction, and an extensive, detailed knowledge

housing certainly won’t cease any time soon. Like the

of the construction requirements and quality required by

people who live in these facilities, no two projects are

senior living construction across our markets.

exactly the same. Combining Midwest’s multifamily and

15K
Square Feet Avg. of Load Bearing
Light Guage Panelized Walls, and
Floor System in 10-14 Working
Days.

healthcare expierence, along with following the latest
While Senior Living construction costs remain on the rise,

Senior Living trends, we provide a unique level of depth to

due to an ongoing labor crisis and rising prices of building

your upcoming projects.

10%

materials, Midwest provides critical value engineering
and prefabrication methods to drive the costs back down.

Contact your local Midwest Divison to learn more.

Vida at Sloan’s (Denver, CO)
Watch the Time Lapse Video Here:
https://youtu.be/2G9_DTOohcQ

Less expensive than Proprietary
Structural Prefab Systems.
Midwest saves you the most
money at SD/DD stage.

“Once selected for a project,
they hit the ground running with
adequate manpower to drive the
project schedule beginning with
framing and closing with finishes.
- Kyle Montoya

Project Manager
McCownGordon Construction

Midwest Advantage
If Midwest is brought on as a
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Design Assist partner, structural

Structure

Interior Systems

Load Bearing LG Panelized Walls,

Non LB LG Framing, Gypsum Board

can be eliminated to provide

Floor System & Roof System

Assemblies, Ceiling Systems

greater cost and time savings.

316.722.9559
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steel, like shown in the picture,

Start STRONG. Finish STRONG.

35+

Completed
Senior Living Projects
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Corporate Headquarters
1351 S. Reca Court
Wichita, KS 67209
Phone
316.722.9559
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